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This is a solid piece of research with new high-quality data and sensible interpretations that 
advance understanding and add to our knowledge of the region.  Some of the work has 
already been published (Tectonophysics, 2021), fulfilling a key requirement of a PhD (work 
that is of publishable quality) so clearly the candidate merits the award of a PhD.  From a 
presentational perspective I felt that the thesis could have been better presented.  
Specifically, there was not enough contextual information such as an early explanation of 
basin location, how well the units are dated, where the main outcrops and previously 
studied sections are and, how the sampling strategy relates to the aims and objectives. 
Quite a bit of this information is provided in the thesis, but not in a logical way that helps 
the reader understand the underlying rationale and analytical strategy as well as the 
structure of the thesis. 
 
My comments below offer suggestions for improvement and explain where greater levels of 
details would help. 
 
Chapter 1 
This is brief overview chapter, perhaps too brief – for examples I would have liked a bit 
more of an introduction to the study area, including a map showing the location of the 
Sabathu Basin/study area as well as locations of previous studies. It was not until page 20 
that the location of the study areas was shown. 
 
First line page 11 – it would help if you could specify the actual numbers of samples used in 
previous studies. 
 
Use capital B when referring to the name of a basin, e.g. Sabathu Basin, Kangra Basin etc. 
 
Chapter 2 
A good overview of Himalayan geology is presented in this chapter with some nice data 
compilations that characterise the main units. I would move Figure 2.3 to become 2.2  - it is 
more logical to have the cross section after the map. 
 
The chronostratigraphic chart on page 26 is OK for an overview but there seems to be no 
other, more detailed charts for the key sections  - I wondered if the candidate had 
considered producing more detailed charts showing the ages from the different studies 
referred to on page 25, including showing which units are poorly constrained (e.g. Dagshai 
Fm)?  This is an important aspect given that the study interpretations are built on detecting 



when major changes took place we need to understand how well constrained the 
deposition ages are for the sampled rocks. 
 
Fig. 2.10 is a nice map but in the wrong place – it would be better placed on page 25 when 
the basin is introduced. 
 
Page 32 – sections of the upper Siwalik have good age control -  see review by Kumar in 
Episodes (2019) - https://doi.org/10.18814/epiiugs/2020/020026 

 
Chapter 3 
This chapter should begin by stating the aims of the fieldwork and the sampling strategy, 
including how it relates to study objectives and chosen analytical methods. I would also 
want to see where the samples come from with regard to known deposition age constraints. 
It would be useful to include a summary table of samples showing which methods were 
applied to each sample (or not if mineral yields were inadequate). 
 
Page 36 – why did you only analyse 80-110 crystals? Why not more to gain a better 
statistical confidence of detecting component ages? 
 
Chapter 4 
Did you explore core/rim ages for the Tonstein zircons? This would help show the 500 Ma 
zircons came from reworked basement. 
 
Page 49 – results – citation needed for previous study of the Kuthar River section. 
 
Fig. 4.2.1, 6, 10 needs long/latt added. 
 
Page 76, presumably you define the time of continental collision as when material from the 
Eurasion plate was deposited on the Indian margin whilst in a marine setting? Does this 
mean the two plate have to be in contact? 
 
Page 77 another way to compare samples  (applies to all zircon samples) would be an MDS 
plot – did you try this? Especially useful for river samples (e.g. Fig. 4.3.7) 
 
Page 83 – could the  signals seen in the zircon data come from handpicking, i.e bias to 
certain types of zircon? 
 
Page 93 – cite a reference for the deposition; ages (13 and 11 Ma) 
 
Page 109 – the lack of track lengths is not surprising – however did you consider that for 
unreset samples where there may be several age modes that making several grain mounts 
could lead to gathering track length data come from several sources, i.e. mixed data so I 
think you should have explained that this approach was not a problem as you only have 
samples with single age populations -  radial plots also appear to show not much dispersion 
(would be helpful if you included the % age dispersion on these plots and also add to the 
data table – avoids the chi square issue associated with low counts) . I also noticed that your 
high chi values might also been due to a combination of low ns and counting too few 



apatites (imposed by sample quality). So it could be that some samples contain more than 
one age population but the limitations of low track densities and few countable apatites 
masked this. 
 
Ideally you should include the summary AFT and AHe tables in the main thesis (not the 
appendix/supplementary section) so that the reader can assess data quality. 
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